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ABSTRACT
Conventionally computer systems authorize the user at the start of a session and do not detect whether the current user is
still the initial authorized user, a substitute user, or an intruder pretending to be a valid user. In critical user activities
like finance, medical and defense it is paramount to keep watch on the system to prohibit misuse of logged in session.
Therefore, a system that continuously checks the identity of the user throughout the session is necessary without being
intrusive to end user and effectively doing this. Such a system is termed as a continuous user authentication system. In
this paper we propose an approach that considers the special and specific flight time features of a user while using a
keyboard. We compare these timing features with the general user behavior. The confidence value calculated using this
approach is based on the concept of penalty and reward function and is expected to provide better results in continuous
user authentication, using keystroke dynamics.

KEYWORDS:Authentication, Keystroke Dynamics, Flight time, Special timing feature, Specific timing feature,
General user behavior, Confidence value, Score value, Threshold.

1.INTRODUCTION
Authentication mechanisms usually form the first line of defense in computer security system. Most existing
computer systems authenticate a user only at the initial log in session. Such authentication systems are
referred to as static authentication. One drawback that all static authentication methods share is that they
authenticate the user only at the moment authentication mechanism is executed, and any change of user after
that will be unnoticeable to the system. As a result, it is possible for unauthorized user to exercise login rights
of the authorized user, without the permission of the logged in user, until the session is logged out. This can be
a critical security flaw not only for high-security systems (e.g., finance, medical and defense) but also for low-
security access control systems (e.g., personal computers in a general office environment). To deal with this
problem, systems need methods for continuous user authentication where the logged in user is continuously
monitored and authenticated [8, 18].A user continuously uses the keyboard after the log on procedure, to enter
documents, chat with friends and colleagues, navigate the internet and much more, so we can use keystroke
dynamics to establish continuous authentication. Keystroke dynamics is used for recognition of a user by
his/her typing rhythm.

This paper proposes a novel approach based on keystroke dynamics. Concept of special timing featuresis
introduced, which suggests that every user’s behavior is special for some particular keys. For those keysets
user behaves much differently than other general users. We will exploit this particular characteristic of users
to calculate the score value which will be the basis for the confidence level to suggest whether the current user
is the same genuine user or has changed during a single session.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section3 gives an insight into the
background knowledge required to understand the terminologies associated with the work. Section4 explains
the proposed scheme. Section5outlines the future scope and concludes the topic.

2. RELATED WORK
Keystroke dynamics has become an active research area due to the increasing importance of cyber security
and computer or network access control. Most of the existing approaches focus on static authentication, where
a user types specific pre-enrolled string, e.g., a password during a login process, and then her keystroke
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features are analyzed for authentication purposes. Only a few research studies address the more challenging
problem of keystroke biometrics using “free text”, where the users can type arbitrary text as input [4][13].
Keystroke dynamics features are usually extracted using the timing information of the key down/hold/up
events. The hold time or dwell time of individual keys, and the latency between two keys, i.e., the time
interval between the release of a key and the pressing of the next key are typically exploited. Digraphs, which
are the time latencies between two successive keystrokes, are commonly used.

A.Ahmed et al. [1] have used key press duration and digraph latency as a feature and Artificial Neural
Network as classifier for their work and achieved 2.46% EER for 53 users.

A.Messerman et al. [2] presented a non-intrusive verification scheme which continuously verifies the user
identity using free text based keystroke dynamics. Here, the target applications which require decision-making
processes in real-time are webmail applications. They have addressed major challenges in these scenarios such
as changes in human behavior, scalability and response time. They have tested over a data set which has been
collected from 55 users over a period of a year. They have used n-graph time latency as a feature and distance
based classifier as a classification tool. They have achieved an internal FAR of 2.02%, an external FAR of
2.61% and an FRR of 1.84% with the execution time of 0.57 sec.

D.Gunetti et al. [3] have used free text keystroke dynamics for authentication. They have used digraph latency
disorder as a feature and distance based classifier as a classification tool. They got an FAR of 3.16% and an
FRR of 0.02% for full session over 40 legitimate users and 165 imposter users.

F.Bergadano et al. [5] proposed to use the relative order of duration times for different n-graphs to extract
keystroke features that was found to be more robust to the intra-class variations than absolute timing. They
demonstrated that the new relative feature, when combined with features using absolute timing, improved the
authentication performance using free text.

J.C.Stewart et al. [6] have introduced burst authentication. The primary motivation for using this concept of
burst authentication is to reduce the frequency of independent authentication checks. This has the advantages
of reducing the false alarm rate, avoiding the capture of unnecessarily large quantities of data and using
excessive computing resources to process the input while still providing sufficient data for continual training
of the biometric system. They have used the keystroke time information and stylometry as a feature and KNN
with Euclidean distance as a classifier. They have achieved a 0.5% EER for 40 participants.

P.Ordal et al. [10] have used key press duration and digraph latency as a feature distance based classifier for
their work. They have achieved zero false lockout rates and 5% missed lockout rates by using 150 keystroke
segments.

S.Mondal et al. [15] presented a trust model and a penalty algorithm based on the concept of Trust Model first
introduced by P. Bours [9]. They measure the performance of the system in terms of Average Number of
Genuine Actions (ANGA) and Average Number of Impostor Actions (ANIA) before detection, which
captures the length of time of infiltration.

T.Sim and Janakiraman [18] investigated the effectiveness of digraphs and more generally n-graphs for free
text keystroke biometrics, and concluded that n-graphs are discriminative only when they are word-specific.

3. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
In this section, we will briefly describe some background material which is required for a better understanding
of this research area. In computer security domain, there are two types of systems that can enable the link to a
person and his/her identity:

(A)Identity Identification:When the system establishes the identity of a subject (i.e. without any prior claim
of identity).

(B)Identity Authentication (or Verification):When the userclaims an identity and the system accept (or
declines) this claim. Authentication can be further divided into two groups:
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(i)Static Authentication:The system will authenticate the user only one time that is at the start of a session;

(ii)Continuous (or Active) Authentication:The system will monitor the user throughout a full session to
detect any change of identity within that session.

Below, we define few terms to be used later:

1.Flight Time: The time interval between a key release and the next key press.

2.General User Behavior (µavg) : It represents the mean flight time values of n users for each keyset. It is also
referred as average set or mean behavior.

3.Keyset: Keyset is defined as combination of any two keys pressed by a user e.g. ak. System will capture the
time interval from release of key “a” and pressing of key “k”.
4.Special Keyset: This is a set of “x” keysets where user’s flight time behavior is maximum distant from
average set. This can be found out by sorting the user’s deviation table and selecting the topmost “x” values.
5.Specific Keyset: This is a set of “y” keysets where user’s flight time distance from average set is less then
special keyset and greater than the normal keyset. This can be found out by selecting the next “y” values
followed by special keyset.

6.Normal Keyset:All other keysets which are neither in special category nor in specific category are termed
as normal keysets for an individual user.

7.Deviation (d): Deviation of any keyset from the stored template is the time difference between the current
value and the stored flight time value for that particular keyset.

8.Acceptable Range (R): This is defined as the range of values which are allowed to deviate from the stored
template in order to still qualify as accepted input keyset for a particular keyset entered.

9.Penalty value (c): This is the value with which system decrements or increments the score value S,
depending upon whether the deviation “d” is acceptable or not, in case of normal keyset input by user.

10.Confidence Score Value (S):This is the value which is calculated in order to determine whether system
should allow the present user to keep working on the system or ask to go through the logon process again, in
order to prove the identity.

11. Critical Threshold value (Tcritical):This value reflects the threshold level, which if reached will signify
that the user is probably an imposter and should be logged out of the system immediately.

4. PROPOSED SCHEME

Proposed scheme is outlined in this section. This section is divided into four phases which are elaborated as
follows:

(A)Phase1 (The Data Collection Phase):System collects keystroke values (flight time data) for n users,
repeatedly for a span of 10 days at different times of the day to capture normal keystroke behavior of users for
particular text.

Keystroke values will be stored as average value only for duplicate keyset (if any). System will update the
average value in the template of corresponding user. System will consider only small alphabets and space key.
Thus the flight time values of each individual user’s keysets can be stored as a matrix of 27x27 as shown in
the Table 1.
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Table 1: Matrix representing the flight time values of keysets for a user n

User n Space
Key A B C d e f - - z

Space
Key

t0,0 t0,1 t0,2 t0,3 t0,4 t0,5 t0,6 - - t0,26

A t1,0 t1,1 t1,2 t1,3 t1,4 t1,5 t1,6 - - t1,26

b t2,0 t2,1 t2,2 t2,3 t2,4 t2,5 t2,6 - - t2,26

c t3,0 t3,1 t3,2 t3,3 t3,4 t3,5 t3,6 - - t3,26

d t4,0 t4,1 t4,2 t4,3 t4,4 t4,5 t4,6 - - t4,26

e t5,0 t5,1 t5,2 t5,3 t5,4 t5,5 t5,6 - - t5,26

F t6,0 t6,1 t6,2 t6,3 t6,4 t6,5 t6,6 - - t6,26

- - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - -

z t26,0 t26,1 t26,2 t26,3 t26,4 t26,5 t26,6 - - t26,26

Relative to every usersystem represents this matrix as a1,a2,a3, ………….., an-1,an.

(B)Phase 2 (The Calculation Phase):After collection of data from n users, system will take average of all n
matrices value µavg.

µavg = (∑an)

µavg = {tn(0,0), tn (0,1),…………… . tn (26,26)}
µavg represents the mean flight time values of n users which are termed as general user behavior for a set of n
users.

(C) Phase 3 (The Analysis Phase): System will now take deviation of flight time values of each user with the
general user behavior and store it in a table corresponding to each of n users, i.e. deviation of user n is termed
as dev_an.

dev_an= (|µavg - an|)

Deviation values in table dev_anare now sorted from high to low in order to get the special and specific timing
features of a particular user compared to the mean behavior of general user.

Topmost “x” values represent the special timing features of an individual.Next “y” values represent the
specific timing features of an individual. Rest all timing values are termed as normal timing features of
individual user.System is now able to categorize the keysets as special, specific and normal corresponding to
every individual user.

(D) Phase 4 (The Confidence levelScore calculation Phase): The major difference between static and
continuous keystroke dynamics is in the authentication phase. In static keystroke dynamics, complete typing
of fixed text in the input and template is compared, but this cannot be applied to continuous keystroke
dynamics. In continuous keystroke dynamics, we use confidence levels. At each point in time, we must
determine how confident we are that the user has not changed, based upon previous typing behavior. At any
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point in time this confidence can increase or decrease, but once the confidence becomes below a certain level,
action must be taken, e.g. the user needs to provide a password in order to prove that he has not changed.

One way to implement the confidence levels is to use a "penalty and reward function". In this case, when a
session starts, a score value S is initialized as 0. For each keyset that is typed by the user, the S value is
adjusted, based upon the following decisions:

(i) Keyset timing value not available in user’s template: If the input key set is not available in the
stored template for the particular user then the score value is increased by a small value α.S = S + α;
This is done in order to prevent attackers from using many keys that do not appear in the template.

(ii) Score getting negative:The S value should not become negative. If we would allow that, then an
attacker could more easily take over a system, when the S value has become extremely low, which would give
him more time to use the system before the change of user would be detected.S = max(0, updated S) ;
(iii) Special Case: If the input keyset is in special category for the particular user then the score value
calculations are as follows: S = max(0, S − 3c) if d ≤ R;S + 3c if d > ;
i.e. if the flight time deviation “d” of the input keyset is within the acceptable range value “R”, then the user is
rewarded by reducing the value of S by 3c i.e. thrice the normal case. This way system assigns weight to the
user’s special timing feature.In case the timing information falls beyond the acceptable range value “R”, then
the user is penalized by increasing the value of S by 3c.

(iv) Specific Case:If the input key set is in specific category for the particular user then the score value
calculations are as follows: S = max(0, S − 2c) if d ≤ R;S + 2c if d > ;
If the flight time deviation “d” of the input keyset is within the acceptable range value “R”, then the user is
rewarded by reducing the value of S by 2c i.e. twice the normal case.In case the timing information falls
beyond the acceptable range value “R”, then the user is penalized by increasing the value of S by 2c.

(v) Normal Case: If the input key set is in normal category for the particular user then the score value
calculations are as follows: S = max(0, S − c) if d ≤ R;S + c if d > ;
If the timing informationof the just typed key is correct, then the user is rewarded by reducing the value of S
by c.In case the timing information is not correct, then the user is punished by increasing the value of S by c.

(E)Phase 5 (The Testing Phase):In the testing phase, the performance of the system can be measured in
terms of the average number of actions that can be performed by the users. To be precise, we will report the
Average Number of Genuine Actions (ANGA) and the Average Number of Impostor Actions (ANIA). This
can be done by counting the number of test keysets of the genuine or an impostor user that can be used in the
trust model [9] before a user is locked out. A user will start a session at the Score value S= 0, representing full
(or 100%) confidence in the genuineness of the user. In case, an entered keyset corresponds to what is
expected according to the template of the genuine user, the score value will go down (with a minimum of 0),
while in the other case, the score value will go up. Generally speaking, most of the keysets of a genuine user
will lead to a decrease of the S value, but fewkeysetsmay lead to an increase of the S value. Overall the S
value will stay low for a genuine user. For an impostor, most keysets will lead to an increasein S value while
only few will decrease the S value. This means that the S value of an impostor will be high.
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If the S value stays below a predetermined thresholdTcritical, then we are confident that the user has not
changed and no action will be undertaken. If however the S value becomes too high, i.e. greater than Tcritical,

the system will need to take action to reconfirm the identity of the user. In a real system, this would mean that
the user needs to log on to the system again. A flowchart for the process of score value calculation and testing
is given in Appendix 1.

When measuring the performance of the system we count the number of actions that are to be performed
before the lockout and then continue with S = 0 again. This represents a successful log on after the lockout.
The average number of actions an impostor can do before being locked out will be the ANIA value while the
average number of actions for the genuine user will be denoted by ANGA. The goal of any continuous
authentication system is obviously to have ANGA as high as possible (in fact we should try to set the system
threshold such that a genuine user is never locked out)while, at the same time the ANIA value must be as low
as possible. The last is obviously to assure that an impostor user can do as little as possible; hence he/she is
detected as quickly as possible.

5. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION
Keystroke dynamics has gained popularity as one of the main sources of behavioral biometrics for providing
continuous user authentication and can be used effectively to safeguard against unauthorized access of
computer system. When implemented in conjunction with traditional schemes, it allows for the design of more
robust authentication system than traditional password based alternatives alone. Keystroke Dynamics, being
one of the cheapest forms of biometric, has the ability to operate in stealth mode, low implementation cost,
high user acceptance, and ease of integration to existing security systems. These create the basis of a
potentially effective way of enhancing overall security rating by playing a significant role in part of a larger
multifactor authentication mechanism. In this paper we have discussed a real continuous authentication
system that acts on each and every separate keystroke of a user. We described the model where the score
value is updated based on correct (reward) and deviating (penalty) typing behavior. In future, we might
improve the performance of the continuousauthentication system, by combining keystroke dynamics with
mouse usage.
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